This note presents a performance analysis of periodic nonlinear sampled-data controllers for the rejection of specific and uniform disturbances. Earlier results on the performance of linear periodic controllers are extended to nonlinear controllers. For a given periodic controller, a time invariant controller is constructed which in general gives strictly better disturbance rejection performance than the periodic controller.
Using (33) in (20) we have that, as ! 0 tsat ! ln (1 0 2) 01(1 + ) 0 1 2 ( + 1) 2 + 1(1 0 2)(1 0 1) : (34) The tracking error on the interval [0 + tsat) is e(t) = 1 1 0 2(1 + )e 0t + (1 + 2)e 02t 0 1: (35) The value of k t sat given by kt sat = 1 1 0 2(1 + )e 0t + (1 + 2)e 02t t (36) and t star is given in (26).
Using (34)-(36), (25), and (26), we can evaluate the cost. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . Note that as 1 ! 1 the limiting cost approaches 2, which is consistent with the results of unconstrained cheap control. The results shown in Fig. 4 give insight into the effect of the input constrained achievable performance. It is interesting, for instance, to note that a constraint 1 = 5 (which is five times the steady state input necessary in this case) changes the performance limit associated with a non minimum phase zero at 10 ( = 0:1) to be equivalent to the performance limit achieved without constraints for a non minimum phase zero at five. This illustrates the fact that, depending on conditions, the effect of input constraints can swamp linear effects due to right-half plane zeros. This is in accord with intuition.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this note, we have presented a method to evaluate the degradation in performance of the closed-loop system when constraints are added. We have focused our analysis on open-loop stable SISO systems tracking step references, and used as performance index the value of the L 2 -norm of the error.
We have obtained analytical expressions for the cost (performance index) that show how system dynamics and constraints interact to deteriorate the performance. Even for simple cases, the obtained expressions indicate that this interaction is far from trivial. In addition, for some cases, tight constraints can swamp limitations associated with system dynamics.
The information provided by the analysis has implications on the choice of actuator authority and on the need for using tactical strategies to address the problem of constraint handling. Indeed, it is a common practice to ignore constraints in previous stages of control design and then evaluate the performance in the presence of constraints. The proposed method not only can help to assess whether this approach leads to good results but also to decide whether to upgrade the actuator or alternatively to consider more sophisticated control strategies.
Although the presented method has only been illustrated for systems with at most one switch, the path to follow for extending the results to multiswitching systems is clear. However, depending on the dynamics of the system, the calculations of the time switchings can be rather involved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-varying and nonlinear feedback control is often applied to systems for which conventional linear time invariant control cannot achieve the desired system performance. The use of periodic linear and nonlinear control to achieve particular performance specifications has been actively studied for the last two decades. Periodic control has been shown to have advantages over time-invariant control in a number of areas, including simultaneous stabilization of a number of plants [3] , stabilization of nonholonomic systems [6] , and output feedback stabilization and pole placement [12] . Analyses of the limitations of time-varying linear and nonlinear control have also been done. A number of results have shown that time varying and nonlinear control provides no advantages over linear time-invariant (LTI) control for controlling LTI plants for disturbance rejection [7] , [2] . Recently, it has been shown that linear periodic control (LPTV) of LTI plants can give strictly worse disturbance rejection performance than LTI control [13] , [10] .
In this note, we analyze the performance of periodic nonlinear sampled-data controllers of continuous time LTI plants for disturbance rejection. Earlier results on the Lp performance of linear periodic controllers for p 2 (1; 1) are extended to nonlinear periodic controllers and a unified treatment of L p performance for all p 2 [1; 1] is given. In the analysis, strictly nonlinear periodically time varying (NPTV) controllers are distinguished from nonlinear time-invariant (NTI) controllers. For a given strictly NPTV controller, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the construction of an NTI controller that will outperform the NPTV controller. Our results show that an optimal stabilizing controller will be NTI, when the periodic controller dynamics affect the closed-loop system response.
While it is known that LTI controllers can provide optimal control of LTI plants for L2 disturbance rejection, periodic and nonlinear control is often involved in controlling LTI plants either for achieving other performance specifications or because of physical, technological and sampling constraints of the system. In these cases, our result indicates that periodic and nonlinear dynamics in the system can deteriorate the system L p performance. This can provide understanding and guidelines for tradeoffs between the system performance specifications. where j 1 j p is the p-norm on R n , i.e., jxj p = ( n i=1 jx i j p ) 1=p .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Also let L n 1 be the space of functions with bounded L n 1 norm kuk1 = ess supfju(t)j1 : t 2 Rg. Let B n p (r) denote the closed ball in L n p of radius r > 0. For p 2 (1; 1);L n p satisfies the strict convexity and uniform convexity properties [8] . These are equivalent to the following.
• (Strict Convexity) For any finite set S = fu1;u2; ... ; uN g L n p containing at least two distinct elements, (1=N)k N i=1 u i k < maxfku i k : 1 i N g.
• (Uniform Convexity) For some r > 0, let S = fu1;u2; ... ; uN g B n p (r) be such that there exist u 1 ; u 2 2 S and > 0 satisfying ku 1 0 u 2 k p > . Then, there exists an (; r) > 0 such that maxfkuikp :
Operators G : L n p ! L m p will be referred to as systems, and functions u 2 L n p will be called signals. We write the evaluation of a system G at a signal u as G(u) = Gu and for all t 2 R;(Gu)(t) denotes the value of the signal Gu at time t. We write the composition of systems F and G (assuming it exists) as GF = GF . When composing three or more systems, we assume the order of operation is right-to-left: HGF = H (G F ). For any 2 R and p 2 [1; 1], let q 0 : L n p ! L n p be the back shift operator defined by (q 0 u)(t) = u(t0 ) for all u 2 L n p , and t 2 R. We denote u = q 0 u
if G = q T Gq 0T and G 6 = q Gq 0 for all 2 (0;T). For any u 2 L n p , and for any 2 R;ku k p = kuk p . The L m p -induced system norm of G is given by kGkp = supfkGukp=kukp : u 2 L n p ; u 6 = 0g. G is a (finite gain) stable system if kGk p < 1. We consider the closed-loop sampled-data control system 9(P;K h ) in Fig. 1 , where P is an LTI nth-order strictly causal continuous time plant, and w(t) 2 R r ; u(t) 2 R m ; z(t) 2 R l and y(t) 2 R d are, respectively, the exogenous input, control input, controlled output and measured output signals. S is a sampler and H is a zero-order hold which are synchronized with a sampling period h; thusŷ h (k) = (Sy)(k) = y(kh) and
denotes the integer part of t=h.K h is a d-input m-output nonlinear N -periodic discrete time controller. 9(P;K h ) is N h-periodic due to the h-periodic sampling process. IfK h has integer period N 2, we say thatK h is strictly NPTV; if N = 1, we say it is NTI. The input-output mapping of 9(P;K h ) : [w T ; u T ] T 7 ! [z T ; y T ] T can be described by the equations z = P 11 w + P 12 u y = P 21 w + P 22 u u = HK h Sy (1) where P 11 ; P 12 ; P 21 , and P 22 are all LTI, strictly causal, continuous time, and finite-order systems with appropriate dimension representing the plant P . We assume that P is stabilizable, i.e., there exists a stabilizing controllerK h such that 9(P;K h ) is a stable system. A con-trollerK h stabilizes P if and only if it stabilizes P22 [1] . Let S zw : L r p ! L l p be the input-output map of the closed-loop disturbance response system of (1), with S zw w = z. Let p 2 [1; 1] be given. The problem of Lp specific disturbance rejection is to find a controllerK h which stabilizes 9(P;K h ) and, for a specific disturbance w 2 L r p , minimizes supfkS zw w k p : 2 Rg. The problem of L p uniform disturbance rejection is to find a controllerK h which stabilizes 9(P;K h ) and minimizes the L l p system norm of S zw . The specific disturbance rejection problem assumes that the system is subject to the specific disturbance w(t 0 ) 2 L r p for any time delay 2 R and aims to minimize the largest L l p norm of the output over all possible . The uniform disturbance rejection problem aims to minimize the largest L l p norm of the output for all disturbances w 2 L r p .
III. PROPERTIES OF NPTV SYSTEMS
In this section, G : L n p ! L m p is a stable finite-order NPTV system with period T = N h, where N; n; m 2 N;N 2;h > 0 and p 2 [1; 1]. Also i is an integer with 0 i N 0 1. For brevity we introduce G ih : L n p ! L m p with G ih = q ih Gq 0ih . In Sections IV and V, these properties will be applied to S zw . (2) is an NPTV system with period 
The following definitions introduce the notion of Lp h-periodicity, which will be used in Section V to characterize situations where the time-varying dynamics of Szw do not appear to act on the specific or uniform input signal(s).
Definition 3.2:
For any p 2 [1; 1]; G is Lp norm h-periodic to an input signal u 2 L n p if, for all 0 i N 0 1; kGuk p = kG ih uk p (see Fig. 2 ). G is L p norm h-periodic to a sequence of input signals fu [k] g L n p if, for all 0 i N 0 1; 
i=0 G ih uk1 = N01 i=0 kG ih uk1 . Example 3.1: Let N = 2;m = 1 and assume G and u are such that (Gu)(t) = e 0t and (G h u)(t) = sgn(t)e 0t . Then, G is L 1 norm h-periodic to u, but M 1 = (01; 0) has positive measure, so G is not L 1 h-periodic to u. As Gu 6 = G h u; G is not L p h-periodic to u for all p 2 (1; 1). G is L 1 norm h-periodic to u, and G is L 1 h-periodic to u because kGu + G h uk 1 = kGuk 1 + kG h uk 1 = 2. [k] k p g are convergent with limits y i 2 L m p for each 0 i N 0 1, then 1) p = 1 the set M1 = ft 2 R : j N01 i=0 yi(t)j1 < N01 i=0 jyi(t)j1g has measure zero; 2) p = 1 k N01 i=0 yik1 = N01 i=0 kyik1. Lemma 3.4 : For any p 2 [1; 1], if G is not L p h-periodic to an input signal u 2 L n p , then the system G T I in (2) satisfies kG T I uk p < max 0iN01 kG ih uk p .
Proof: p = 1 If G is not L 1 norm h-periodic to u, the result follows by the triangle inequality. If G is L 1 norm h-periodic to u, then M 1 in Definition 3.3 has positive measure, and so by Lemma 3.3, kG T I uk 1 < (1=N) N01 i=0 kG ih uk 1 = max 0iN01 kG ih uk 1 . p 2 (1;1) If G is not Lp h-periodic to u, then fG ih u : 0 i N 0 1g contains at least two distinct elements. By strict convexity, kG T I uk p < max 0iN01 kG ih uk p . p = 1 If G is not L 1 norm h-periodic to u, then the result follows from the triangle inequality. If G is L 1 norm h-periodic to u, then by Definition 3.3, kGTIuk1 < (1=N) N01 i=0 kG ih uk1 = max 0iN01 kG ih uk1 . Lemma 3.5: For any p 2 [1; 1], let u 2 L n p be an input signal to G such that G is Lp h-periodic to u. Then, the system GT I in (2) satisfies kGTIukp = kGukp.
Proof: p = 1 If G is L1h-periodic to u, it is L1 norm h-periodic to u, and M1 has measure zero. By Lemma 3.3, kGTIuk1 = (1=N) N01 i=0 kG ih uk1 = kGuk1. p 2 (1; 1) The result follows immediately from the definition of Lph-periodicity. p = 1 If G is L1h-periodic to u, it is L1 norm h-periodic to u, and kGTIuk1 = (1=N) N01 i=0 kG ih uk1 = kGuk1.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF A DISCRETE-TIME INVARIANT CONTROLLER
In this section, we letK h be a nonlinear discrete N -periodic strictly NPTV controller which stabilizes the sampled-data control system 9(P;K h ). We will construct a discrete NTI stabilizing controller KT I for the performance analysis in Section V. Let P12 = P12 H; P21 = SP21 , andP22 = SP22H . Our first theorem expresses Szw in terms of a suitable nonlinear discrete controller parameterQ, and follows from well-known results on linear and nonlinear controller parameterization [5] , [9] . The equation for S zw was given in [4] for nonlinear discrete systems. 
whereQ is a stable discrete NPTV operator with period N . Define S 1 = P 11 + P 12 Y 2M2 P 21 ; S 2 = P 12 M 2 , and S 3 =M 2 P 21 . Then S zw = S 1 0 S 2Q S 3 . Theorem 4.2: LetK h be a discrete strictly NPTV stabilizing controller with period N 2 for the plant P in (1), with parameterization as in (3) . LetQTI = (1=N) N01 i=0 q iQ q 0i . Then a finite-order discrete-time NTI stabilizing controller for P is given bŷ 
V. L p PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF NPTV SAMPLED-DATA CONTROLLERS
We now present our main results comparing the performance of strictly periodic and time invariant sampled-data controllers for the Lp specific and uniform disturbance rejection problems. In these theorems,K h is any discrete strictly NPTV stabilizing controller with period N 2 for the plant P in (1) (6) if and only if S zw is not L p h-periodic to any w 2 L r p , with 2 [0; N h), which attains kS zw w k p = sup 0<Nh kS zw w k p :
Proof (Sufficiency): Suppose Szw is not Lph-periodic to a disturbance w which attains (7) . By assumption S zw is continuous, so S TI is also continuous and, hence, the mapping f : [0; h] ! R with f () = kSTIw kp is continuous. By the compactness of [0; h], there exists 2 [0; h] such that sup 0<h kS TI w k p = kS TI w k p . As S TI is h-periodic, we may take 2 [0; h). Suppose firstly that w attains (7) . Then Szw is not Lph-periodic to w , so by Lemma 3.4, sup 0<h kS TI w k p = kS TI w k p < sup 0<Nh kS zw w k p . Secondly, suppose w does not attain (7) . Then, sup 0<h kS TI w k p (1=N ) N01 i=0 kSzww +ih kp < sup 0<Nh kSzwwkp.
Necessity: Suppose S zw is L p h-periodic to w for some 2 [0; N h) which attains (7) . Let = ih + , where 0 i N 0 1 and 2 [0; h). Then, by Lemma 3.5, kS TI w k p = kS TI w k p = kS zw w k p , so sup 0<h kS zw w k p = sup 0<Nh kS zw w k p . To obtain the reverse inequality, we let 2 [0; h) be such that sup 0<h kS TI w k p = kS TI w k p . Then, by the triangle inequality, sup 0<h kSTIw kp max 0iN01 kq ih Szwq 0ih w kp sup 0Nh kS zw w k p .
We note that if Szw is linear or incrementally stable, it will also be continuous, but a stable nonlinear system is not, in general, continuous. the NTI controllerKTI gives strictly better Lp uniform disturbance rejection than the strictly NPTV controllerK h in the sense that kSTIkp < kSzwkp (8) if S zw is not L p h-periodic to any sequence fw [k] g L r p of inputs on which S zw attains its L p norm. For p 2 (1; 1), this condition is also necessary. For p 2 f1;1g, this condition is necessary if the sequence fS zw w [k] =kw [k] k p g is convergent in L l p .
Proof (Sufficiency):
1) p 2 (1; 1). Let fw [k] g L r p be a sequence on which S TI attains its system norm. By the triangle inequality, kS TI w [k] k p kS zw w [k] k p , so if S zw does not attain its system norm on fw [k] g, then (8) follows immediately. Next we assume S zw does attain its system norm on fw [k] g. Hence, the sequences fkS TI w [k] k p =kw [k] k p g and fkS zw w [k] k p =kw [k] k p g are both nondecreasing, and so their limits equal their suprema.
As S zw is not L p h-periodic to fw [k] g; lim k!1 ((k(S zw 0 q ih S zw q 0ih )w [k] k p )=(kw [k] k p )) 6 = 0 for some 0 i N 01. Hence, there exists a subsequence fw [k] g fw [k] g, a K 2 N and a > 0 such that for each k K there exists 0 i k N 0 1; i k depending on k, that satisfies k(Szw 0 q i h Szwq 0i h )w [k] kp=kw [k] The result for uniform disturbance rejection leaves an unfortunate "gap" for the cases p 2 f1; 1g: if S zw is L p norm h-periodic to a sequence fw [k] g of inputs in L r p on which it attains its L l p norm, but the sequence fS zw w [k] g is not convergent in L l p , then Theorem 5.2 gives no definite answer to whether the NTI controller gives strictly better control than the NPTV controller.
VI. EXAMPLE
The following example is based on the example in [11] . Consider the sampled-data system 
We will define an NPTV feedback controllerK h with period N = 2.
Let fw 1 ; . . . ; w 4 g be the vertices of B 2 1 (1) . For each vertex, we define a pair of control inputs u1(0) = 0; u1(1) = 3; u2(0) = 0; u 2 (1) = 3; u 3 (0) = 0; u 3 (1) = 3; u 4 (0) = 3; u 4 (1) = 0.
Let fzi(k)g be the corresponding system outputs; for example z1(0) = (3; 0; 03) T . For any unit vectorŵ 2 R 2 , we can find unique scalars 0 1 (ŵ); 2 (ŵ) 1 and vertices w i ; w i 2 fw 1 ; . . . ; w 4 g such thatŵ = 1(ŵ)wi + 2(ŵ)wi . For each suchŵ, we define a pair of control inputs u(ŵ; 0) = 1 (ŵ)u i (0) + 2 (ŵ)u i (0) and u(ŵ; 1) = 1 (ŵ)u i (1) + 2 (ŵ)u i (1) , where the choice of control inputs ui and ui correspond to the vertices wi and w i . Then for a given exogenous inputŵ and corresponding pair of control inputs u(ŵ; 0) and u(ŵ; 1), we obtain a pair of system outputs z(ŵ; 0) = 1(ŵ)zi (0) + 2(ŵ)zi (0) and z(ŵ; 1) = 1 (ŵ)z i (1) + 2 (ŵ)z i (1), where the outputs z i and z i correspond to the vertices w i and w i . The control inputs may be extended to all vectors w 2 R 2 by defining u : R 2 2 f0; 1g ! R with u(w; s) = jwj1u(ŵ; s) whereŵ = w=jwj1 . For any w 2 R 2 and s 2 f0; 1g; jz(w;s)j 1 6jwj 1 .
We now turn our attention to signals w(k) 2 l n 1 and w(t) 2 L n 1 , and to distinguish them from vectors in R n we will use boldface type.
We introduce a control lawK h : l 2 1 ! l 1 1 , with (K h w)(k) = u(w(k); 0); if k is even u(w(k); 1); if k is odd:
Then,K h is a nonlinear and two-periodic controller. As P22 = 0, (4 
If we consider the specific unit disturbance signalw 2 L 2 1 with w(t) = w 3 for all t 2 R, we obtain kS zww k 1 = kqS zw q 01w k 1 = 6. So Szw is L1 norm h-periodic tow. Also kSTIwk1 = 4:5, so S zw is not L 1 h-periodic tow. Asw is a constant signal, sup 0<Nh kSzwwk1 = 6 and sup 0<h kSTIwk1 = 4:5. So Theorem 5.1 is verified for the signalw.
We can show that for any w 2 L 2 1 ; kS zw wk 1 6kwk 1 , and kSTIwk1 4:5kwk1. Hence kSzwk1 = 6 and kSTIk1 = 4:5. Thus S zw attains its system norm on the constant sequence fw [k] = wg, but is not L 1 h-periodic to it, verifying Theorem 5.2.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this note, the use of NPTV sampled-data control of continuous time LTI plants for disturbance rejection performance is analyzed. For a given strictly NPTV discrete controller yielding a closed-loop disturbance response system that is not L p h-periodic to the disturbance inputs, an NTI discrete controller is constructed and shown to provide strictly better rejection of Lp specific and uniform disturbances, for all p 2 [1; 1] . The authors consider that, in general, the closed-loop system with a strictly NPTV discrete controller will be h-periodic to very few inputs. Indeed, the likelihood of h-periodicity is reduced for larger values of the controller period N . The results obtained include linear periodic sampled-data control systems, and similar results can be straightforwardly obtained for nonlinear periodic discrete systems.
As the system L p norm can be related to the system robustness under norm bounded model perturbations, the results imply that periodic controllers amplify the system L p norm which can lead to deterioration of the system robustness against norm bounded model perturbations. Hence, the use of periodic control will in general be at the cost of inferior system robustness performance, relative to that achievable by time invariant control.
